Abstract. Modelled on efficient algorithms for solving the conjugacy problem in hyperbolic groups, we define and study the permutation conjugacy length function. This function estimates the length of a short conjugator between words u and v, up to taking cyclic permutations. This function might be bounded by a constant, even in the case when the standard conjugacy length function is unbounded. We give applications to the complexity of the conjugacy problem, estimating conjugacy growth rates, and languages. Our main result states that for a relatively hyperbolic group, the permutation conjugacy length function is bounded by the permutation conjugacy length function of the parabolic subgroups.
Introduction
Max Dehn's decision problems have long been among the most fundamental problems in combinatorial and geometric group theory. Especially with the development of geometric techniques, we have seen a surge in progress in our understanding of the word and conjugacy problems over recent years.
We develop a geometric approach to solving the conjugacy problem that runs in a similar vein to that of the conjugacy length function, but has the potential to provide a computationally faster algorithm than the naïve algorithm associated to the conjugacy length function. It also has applications to computing the conjugacy growth rate and deciding the regularity of conjugacy languages.
We let G be group with finite generating set X. We begin by defining the conjugacy length function for G. Suppose that u, v are words on X which represent conjugate elements of G. An element w of G is a conjugator for u, v if wu " vw. The conjugacy length function is discussed in certain classes of groups in [20] [21] [22] . See the introduction of these papers for further references.
We remark that the conjugacy length function is stable when changing the generating set, up to the usual asymptotic equivalence of functions as set out in Definition 1.2 below. We may therefore omit the generating set from the notation and just write CLF G for the conjugacy length function of G. Definition 1.2. We consider functions up to the following equivalence: we say f ĺ g if there exists a constant C such that f pnq ď CgpCnq`C for all n P N, and we say f -g if both f ĺ g and g ĺ f .
We now move on to define a variation on CLF G , which we call the permutation conjugacy length function (PCL) of G. A key difference between this and the conjugacy length function is that PCL is defined on words, whereas the conjugacy length function may be defined using elements.
Whenever we consider a word w on X, we will use the notation w to denote both the word and the element in G it represents. In case we need to emphasize that two words are equal, we use " to denote letter-by-letter equality.
Given a word u " x 1 . . . x r on X, a cyclic permutation of u is a word of the form u 1 " x i . . . x r x 1 . . . x i´1 , for any i " 1, . . . , r.
Suppose u and v are words on X which represent conjugate elements of G. An element w is a permutation conjugacy conjugator, or more briefly a PC-conjugator, for u and v if there exist cyclic permutations u 1 and v 1 of u and v respectively such that wu 1 " v 1 w. Definition 1.3. Let u, v be words on X representing conjugate elements of G. Define PCL G,X pu, vq to be the length of the shortest conjugator between all cyclic permutations of the words u and v. That is:
PCL G,X pu, vq :" mintℓpwq | w is a PC-conjugator for u and vu.
The permutation conjugacy length function of G is the function PCL G,X pnq :" maxtPCL G,X pu, vq | u, v geodesics satisfying ℓpuq`ℓpvq ď nu.
We discuss below, in Section 2.4, its behaviour when changing generating set.
The permutation conjugacy length function is closely related to the standard conjugacy length function. Indeed, we have
(1) PCL G,X pnq ď CLF G,X pnq ď PCL G,X pnq`n 2 .
The first inequality is clear from the definitions, while the latter is realised as follows: if u, v have a PC-conjugator w such that wu 1 " v 1 w, then we obtain a conjugator w 0 for u, v which acts first by cyclically permuting u to u 1 , then conjugating by w to get v 1 , then cyclically permuting to v.
A consequence of these inequalities is that if we know the conjugacy length function to be super-linear, then the same will also apply to the permutation conjugacy length function. Therefore, studying the permutation conjugacy length function is only of interest when the group in question has (sub)linear conjugacy length function. The simplest example of a group G satisfying
is a non-abelian free group. Proposition 3 shows this can be extended to the family of hyperbolic groups.
In certain situations, studying the permutation conjugacy length function may give a better understanding of conjugacy in a group than one gets from the conjugacy length function. For example, it may lead to a faster algorithm solving the conjugacy problem than one may achieve by naïvely using CLF G . Indeed, notions similar to the PCL are used in recent algorithms giving fast solutions in hyporbolic and relatively hyperbolic groups [2, 4, 7, 12] . These methods stemmed from a lemma of Bridson and Haefliger [3, Chapter III.Γ Lemma 2.11] which asserts that, for hyperbolic groups, PCL is bounded by a constant when restricting to words u, v, all of whose cyclic permutations are local geodesics. We remove this restriction by studying PCL for all (quasi-)geodesic words.
The main result of this paper is the following. follows from the definitions and the fact that the parabolic subgroups H ω are almost malnormal in G and isometrically embedded.
We note that CLF G is a constant function if and only if the group is finite-by-abelian (see [16] ). The class of groups with constant PCL is significantly bigger, including groups hyperbolic relative to finite-by-abelian subgroups, as Theorem 1 shows. We remark that there is a virtually abelian group, proposed by Holt, which we can show has linear PCL.
An important family of groups that are relatively hyperbolic groups are limit groups, where the parabolic subgroups H ω are abelian (see [11] ). Theorem 1 therefore gives a constant upper bound for the PCL of these groups.
The complexity of the conjugacy problem in relatively hyperbolic groups has already been well-studied, including work of Bumagin [7] and O'Conner [17] . The conjugacy length function, when it is polynomial in the subgroups H ω , is investigated by Ji, Ogle and Ramsey [15] .
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1, together with observation (1) above, is a generalisation of the result of Ji, Ogle and Ramsey [15] concerning the conjugacy length function in relatively hyperbolic groups.
Corollary 2. Let G be a finitely generated group, hyperbolic relative to subgroups tH ω u ωPΩ . Then, either CLF G pnq is sublinear or
In the preceding result, we remark that CLF G may be sublinear only in certain cases when the relative hyperbolic structure is degenerate.
The geometric techniques we use to determine a bound on the permutation conjugacy length function for relatively hyperbolic groups give the following:
Proposition 3. Let G be a hyperbolic group. Then for every finite generating set X there exists a constant C " CpX, δq such that
We note also that Proposition 3 is a generalisation of the aforementioned lemma of Bridson and Haefliger [3] , extending the constant bound to all geodesic words. When restricting to cyclic geodesics, this property is also known as the "bounded conjugacy diagram" property (BCD) in [1] , where it was studied for relatively hyperbolic groups.
Proposition 3 may of course be viewed as a corollary of Theorem 1, however this would be a rather convoluted way to prove it. Indeed, in Section 3 below, we give a short proof of this fact, en route to proving the result for relatively hyperbolic groups.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we discuss some applications of the permutation conjugacy length function, namely complexity, conjugacy growth, and regular languages. We also investigate its behaviour under a change of generating set.
In Section 3 we set-up what may be viewed as a general strategy for dealing with PCL in groups with a hyperbolic Cayley graph. Section 4 is devoted to defining relatively hyperbolic groups and collecting useful results from the literature. Finally, Section 5 gives the proof of Theorem 1.
As mentioned before, PCL is defined on words. It is worth mentioning here that throughout this paper, we assume that generating sets generate groups as monoids. In particular, we don't require generating sets to be closed under inversion.
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2.
The permutation conjugacy length function and its applications 2.1. Complexity of the conjugacy problem. If CLF G is bounded above by a computable function and G has solvable word problem, then one can solve the conjugacy problem in G. Indeed, given elements u and v, with n " |u| X`| v| X , one just needs to check if an element in B X pCLF G pnqq, the ball of radius CLF G pnq, conjugates u to v. Note that, even in the case when CLF G pnq is bounded by a linear function, this naïve algorithm is far from being efficient and will run in exponential time, with respect to n, for groups of exponential growth.
A potentially important application of the permutation conjugacy length function is that it can make the previous algorithm more efficient. When PCL is bounded by a constant, this algorithm will be almost as fast as the word problem. 
here n " ℓpuq`ℓpvq and PCLpnq " PCL G,X pnq.
In particular, if PCLpnq ď A then the algorithm runs in time
Proof. We use the algorithm solving the word problem to check all n 2 combinations of cyclic permutations of u and v, in each case checking all elements in the radius PCLpnq ball in G to see if it is a PC-conjugator for u, v. Each check is an application of an algorithm solving the word problem for an input word of length at most n`2 PCLpnq.
Observe that if PCL G,X pnq is bounded by a logarithm and if f is polynomial, then Proposition 2.1 gives a polynomial-time algorithm.
2.2. Application to conjugacy growth rate. The growth function of G with respect to X is the function γ G,X pnq :" |B X pnq| .
Let " c denote the G-conjugacy equivalence relation, that is u " c v if and only if u and v are conjugate elements in G. The conjugacy growth function of G with respect to X is the function ξ G,X pnq :" |B X pnq{ " c | that counts the number of G-conjugacy classes in the ball of radius n. Up to the asymptotic equivalence of functions (see Definition 1.2), γ G,X and ξ G,X are independent of the chosen generating set. We may therefore omit the generating set and just write γ G or ξ G where clear.
In [14] , Guba and Sapir conjectured, and verified in many instances, that finitely presented groups with exponential growth functions also have exponential conjugacy growth functions. Similar to our discussion about the complexity of the conjugacy problem, a priori, even if CLF G is linear we cannot extract information about ξ G from CLF G and γ G . On the other hand, if PCL G,X is sublinear then we can conclude that ξ G is exponential whenever γ G is too. Moreover, we can give bounds on the growth rates. Recall that the exponential growth rate of a group pG, Xq is equal to
and the exponential conjugacy growth rate is equal to
Proof. The right-hand inequality of (2) is trivial. So we just need to prove the left-hand inequality. For that, fix u a geodesic word over X of length less than or equal to n. We will show that rus c pnq, the intersection of the conjugacy class of u with B X pnq, has size |rus c pnq| ď n |B X pPCL G,X p2nq`n{2q|.
Indeed, let v P rus c pnq. Then there is a cyclic permutation u 1 of u and a cyclic permutation v 1 of v such that u 1 and v 1 are conjugated by an element of length PCL G,X p2nq. Note that v is conjugated to v 1 by an element of length n{2. Then every element of rus c pnq is conjugated to a cyclic permutation of u by an element of length at most PCL G,X p2nq`n{2. This gives the upper bound on the size of rus c pnq, which in turn proves the left-hand inequality of (2).
Recall that γ G,X pnq is submultiplicative (i.e. γ G,X pp`qq ď γ G,X ppqγ G,X pqq). Hence by Fekete's Lemma (see [8, VI.56] ) lim nÑ8 n a |B X pnq| exists. Let this limit be λ ě 1. Suppose that PCL G,X pnq " opnq. Then for every ε ą 0 there exists N ą 0 such that PCL G,X p2nq ă εn for all n ě N . From (2), we have for n ě N that
Then we have that
Hence for every ε ą 0, we have`1 2´ε˘h G,X ď k G,X .
We remark that as a consequence of Proposition 2.2, we get that
for any group G that is hyperbolic relative to finite-by-abelian subgroups.
2.3.
Application to regular languages. The language of conjugacy geodesics was introduced in [9] by Ciobanu and Hermiller, and it has been further studied in [1, 10] . Fix X to be a finite generating set of G, a word w is said to be a conjugacy geodesic if its length is minimal among representatives of elements in its G-conjugacy class. The set of conjugacy geodesics is denoted by ConjGeopG, Xq. When PCL is a constant function, then it might be possible to establish that ConjGeopG, Xq is a regular language. The following is implicit in the proof of [ 
2.4.
Behaviour under a change of generating set. We first note that changing the generating set will leave PCL invariant whenever CLF G is super-linear. This follows from observation (1) in Section 1 and the invariance of CLF under changing generating sets.
Let X and Y be two finite generating sets for a group G. Consider an element g P G which is represented by a word u on X and v on Y . The set of elements in G given by the cyclic permutations of u may be very different to those from cyclic permutations of v. Therefore, in general, it is not clear how the permutation conjugacy length function will behave when changing generating set.
To relate words in X to words in Y , we rewrite each element of X as a word on Y , and use this to rewrite u to give a word u 0 on Y representing g. If u was a geodesic word, then u 0 will be a quasi-geodesic word, or more generally if u was a quasi-geodesic word then u 0 will also be quasi-geodesic, but with larger constants.
Under this process however, the set of elements represented by cyclic permutations of u is contained in the set of elements represented by cyclic permutations of u 0 . This motivates the following definition.
Definition 2.4. The permutation conjugacy length function for pλ, cq-quasi-geodesic words, with respect to the generating set X, is the function PCL G,X,λ,c : N Ñ N which takes n P N to max PCLpu, vq | u, v are pλ, cq-quasi-geodesics satisfying ℓpuq`ℓpvq ď n ( .
If we understand the permutation conjugacy length function for quasi-geodesics, then we may change the generating set and maintain control over the length of PC-conjugators, as described in the following:
Lemma 2.5. Suppose X and Y are finite generating sets for G. For each λ ě 1, c ě 0 there exists λ 1 ě λ, c 1 ě c and K ą 0 such that
Proof. For each x P X, let w x be a word on Y representing the same element in G as x.
Similarly for y P Y let w y be a word on X representing the same element as y. We define
Let u, v be words on X that are pλ, cq-quasi-geodesics representing conjugate elements in G. Convert them into words on Y by exchanging each generator with the corresponding word w y to obtain wordsû,v on Y representing the same elements. Then there will be λ 1 ě λ and c 1 ě c such thatû,v are pλ 1 , c 1 q-quasi-geodesic words.
We leave as an exercise to the reader to prove
The Lemma follows immediately.
We ask for groups where the (geodesic) permutation conjugacy length function does depend on the generating set. In particular:
Question 2.6. Can one find a group G with finite generating sets X and Y such that PCL G,X is constant but PCL G,Y is unbounded.
Hyperbolic Cayley graphs
In this section we consider the case where G has some generating set S, which may be infinite, with respect to which the Cayley graph is δ-hyperbolic.
Suppose u, v, w are geodesic words on S such that wu " vw. From this we can construct a geodesic quadrilateral in the Cayley graph of G. If w is instead a PC-conjugator for u, v, then the polygon we want to construct will be a hexagon. Indeed, we consider the hexagon Q in the Cayley graph Γ " ΓpG, Sq, as in Figure 1 , which has geodesic sides. It will have two opposite sides labelled by w. If wu 1 " v 1 w, then the six vertices of Q will be at 1, w, wu 2 , wu Figure 1 . The quasi-geodesic hexagon Q recognising w as a PCconjugator of u " u 1 u 2 and v " v 1 v 2 . When the Cayley graph is δ-hyperbolic the quasi-geodesic edges will be within a B-neighbourhood of a geodesic, for a constant B " Bpδ, λ, cq.
In general we will take u, v to be quasi-geodesics, meaning the four sides of Q labelled by subwords of u or v will now be quasi-geodesics rather than geodesics.
The following result asserts that in a hyperbolic Cayley graph, the hexagon Q will be skinny in a very precise sense. Figure 1 , defined above.
We use the property that a point on a side of a geodesic hexagon in a hyperbolic space lies within distance 4δ from a point on one of the other sides. Since four of the sides of our hexagon Q are pλ, cq-quasi-geodesics, we need to add a constant B " Bpδ, λ, cq for each of these sides involved. Here B is chosen so it satisfies the property that any pλ, cq-quasigeodesic lies in the B-neighbourhood of some geodesic connecting its endpoints.
Let w i " s 1 . . . s i be the length i prefix of w and consider the vertex on the left edge of the hexagon corresponding to the group element w i . Suppose 4δ`B ă i ă |w| S´4 δ´B. Then there is some point on one of the other edges which is close to w i . If it is on the opposite side, then it will be within a distance of 4δ (since both sides of Q involved are geodesics). If it is on any of the other sides, then it will be within distance 4δ`B, since that side is a quasi-geodesic.
The key point to observe here is that given the assumption on i, if w i is within distance 4δ`B of some vertex in a side labelled by a subword of u or v, then we are able to take a short-cut and obtain a PC-conjugator with shorter S-length. See Figure 2 (a) .
Figure 2. Short-cuts giving a word w 1 on S which is a PC-conjugator for u " u 1 u 2 , v " v 1 v 2 but |w 1 | S ă |w| S . The dotted lines outline the hexagons representing the new conjugacy diagrams.
Hence the point close to w i on another side of Q must in fact lie on the opposite side, i.e. the other side labelled by w, and hence be within 4δ. Let x be this point. If this point is further than 4δ from the vertex v 1 w i then we will be able to take a short-cut across the hexagon from x to w i , see Figure 2 (b), enabling us to find a PC-conjugator of shorter S-length. Hence
proving the Lemma.
We now deal with the special case where the group is hyperbolic, showing that PCL G,X pnq is bounded by a constant.
Proof of Proposition 3.
We use Lemma 3.1 with S " X. We further assume that u, v are geodesic words so, by the definition of B in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we have B " 0. Let w, w i , u 1 , v 1 be as in the proof of Lemma 3.1.
We can consider the elements represented by w´1 i v 1 w i for 4δ ă i ă |W | X´4 δ and observe that if we have repetition among these elements then we can cut a middle section from the diagram and create a new, shorter conjugator. Indeed, if i ă j and w´1 i v 1 w i " w´1 j v 1 w j , then if we set w 0 " w i w´1 j w one can verify that w 0 u 1 " v 1 w 0 . However |w 0 | X " |w| X´p j´iq. Hence if w is of minimal length, then we can have no repetition, giving |w| S ď |B X p8δq|`8δ and completing the proof.
As we mentioned, PCL is inspired by [3, Chapter III.Γ Lemma 2.11] which says that if ΓpG, Sq is hyperbolic (without assumptions on finiteness of S) then there is a K ą 0 such that for any pair of cyclic geodesics u, v, if maxtℓpuq, ℓpvqu ą K then PCL G,X pu, vq ď K.
We want to point out two differences. Since [3, Chapter III.Γ Lemma 2.11] deals with geodesic quadrilaterals, once one finds a PC-conjugator of minimal length, the geodesics labelled by the cyclic permutations of u and v synchronously K 1 -fellow travel, where K 1 is a constant depending on δ and K. In particular, one can see that it is only necessary to cyclically permute one of the cyclic geodesic words to get a conjugator of length less than K 1 . This is not the case when one consider geodesics. This is a key observation that allows one to solve the conjugacy problem in hyperbolic groups in linear time, compared to Proposition 2.1 that gives a quadratic bound.
The second difference arises in the bound of the length of the conjugator. In [3, Chapter III.Γ Lemma 2.11] it is not necessary to have a finite generating set, let us explain why. Using the assumption that u and v are long enough cyclic geodesics, one can show that no pair of vertices in different w-sides in Figure 1 are at distance less that 8δ, in this case Lemma 3.1 gives that the conjugator has to have S-length at most 8δ`2B. If one considers general geodesics, either some finiteness condition (like in Proposition 3) or a lower bound on translation length becomes crucial in order to bound the conjugator.
Relatively hyperbolic groups
In this section we collect some preliminary material concerning relatively hyperbolic groups.
Let G be a group, X a finite generating set, and tH ω u ωPΩ a collection of subgroups. Let Γ " ΓpG, Sq be the Cayley graph of G with respect to the generating set S, where
Given an edge path p in Γ we denote by p´and p`the initial and terminal vertices of p. (1) the Cayley graph ΓpG, Sq is δ-hyperbolic for some δ ě 0, and (2) the pair pG, tH ω u ωPΩ q satisfies the bounded coset penetration property: for any λ ě 1 there exists a " apλq ą 0 such that for all pλ, 0q-quasi-geodesics p, q in ΓpG, Sq with p´" q´and d X pp`, q`q ď 1, then (a) if a subpath s of p is an H ω -component and d X ps´, s`q ě a, then s is connected to an H ω -component of q, (b) if s, t are connected components of p, q respectively, then d X ps´, t´q ď a and d X ps`, t`q ď a.
By [18, Lemma 6.9, Theorem 6.10] this is equivalent to the versions of relative hyperbolicity given by Bowditch [5] , Farb [13] , and Osin [18] .
In the following three lemmas, G denotes a group with finite generating set X, and which is hyperbolic relative to a collection of subgroups tH ω u ωPΩ . We first need the following result, which is a version of [19 
Given a word u " x 1 x 2 . . . x n on X, we can rewrite this as a (potentially) shorter word p u on S by replacing, from left to right, maximal subwords of u whose letters are all contained in the same subgroup H ω with the element of H ω that subword represents. (In the language of [1] , p u is derived from u.)
The following is a specific case of [1, Lemma 5.3].
Lemma 4.5. There exists λ ě 1, c ě 0 and a finite generating set X for G such that (1) xX X H ω y " H ω for all ω P Ω, (2) the natural embedding ΓpH ω , X X H ω q into ΓpG, Xq is an isometric embedding for all ω P Ω, (3) if u is a geodesic word over X representing some element of H ω , then u is a word over H ω X X, (4) if u is a geodesic word on X then p u will be a pλ, cq-quasi-geodesic in Γ and no subword p u 1 of p u with ℓpp u 1 q ą 1 represents an element of H.
Bounded PCL for relatively hyperbolic groups
Let G be hyperbolic relative to subgroups H ω for ω P Ω. Let X be the finite generating set of G from Lemma 4.5, and as above let Γ be the Cayley graph of G with respect to the generating set
Let δ be the hyperbolicity constant for Γ. We denote by d X and d S the word metrics induced by the generating sets X and S respectively, and by |¨| X and |¨| S the corresponding word lengths.
We will often use the phrases X-length or S-length to refer to the length of elements under the corresponding generating set.
Let u, v be geodesic words on X which represent conjugate elements of G. Let w be a PC-conjugator for u and v for which |w| S is minimal. Let s 1 . . . s n be a geodesic word on S representing w, so n " |w| S . Let w i be the length i prefix of w.
Throughout we will refer to a hexagon Q in Γ which will have quasi-geodesic sides, defined as follows. We remark that Q is similar to the hexagon of Section 3, but for the appropriate words in S. See Figure 1 . Notice that if every edge in one of the two sides of the hexagon Q labelled by w is isolated in Q then we have
where D is the constant of Lemma 4.3. Indeed, we take each edge individually and treat it as the eighth side of a geodesic 8-gon. Lemma 4.3 gives us that the X-length of each s i is bounded above by 8D.
Thus it will be helpful, and indeed necessary, to obtain a bound on the S-length of w. Note that we cannot use methods of Proposition 3 since we lack local finiteness. Also we see that the interesting cases are when some edge is not isolated. In light of this, we first collect some lemmas to help deal with the non-isolated edges. A frequent tactic that we appeal to is that of finding a shorter path from a side of Q labelled by a subword of u to a side labelled by a subword of v. We call this taking a short-cut. This process gives a new PC-conjugator of shorter S-length.
If the i-th edge of the path from 1 to w is connected to the i-th edge in the path from v 1 to v 1 w, then we call this a horizontal band. If the first or last edge of either side corresponding to w is connected to the adjacent edge on the neighbouring u or v-side of the hexagon Q then we call this a corner chunk. See Figure 3 . (1) if 1 ă i ă n then it is connected via a horizontal band to the opposite w-side of Q; (2) if i " 1, n and it is connected to the opposite w-side, then it is connected via a horizontal band.
Proof. Suppose it is connected to some other edge of Q. Figure 4 shows how we can take a short-cut and find a PC-conjugator of shorter S-length. Figure 3 . The shaded regions represent edges in the same coset of a parabolic subgroup. 
Proof. If the edge labelled by s i in the side from 1 to w is isolated, then we are done provided 8D ď M , where D is the constant of Lemma 4.3. Hence we assume it is not isolated, so by Lemma 5.1 it is connected to the opposite w-side via a horizontal band.
Let g be the label of the edge connecting w i to v 1 w i . This edge is isolated in the pentagon with vertices at w i , w, v 1 w, v 1 w i , or else we can take a short-cut and obtain an S-shorter PC-conjugator, see Figure 5 . Hence |g| X ď 5D by Lemma 4.3. If the edge from w i´1 to v 1 w i´1 has label h, then we can apply similar reasoning to get |h| X ď 5D. Figure 5 . In both diagrams, since d S px, w i´1 q " 1, the dotted hexagon will give a PC-conjugator of shorter S-length. The shaded regions represent connected edges.
Since each of s i , g, h are all in some subgroup H ω , and the number of pairs of conjugate elements g, h in H ω of X-length bounded by 5D is finite, it follows that s i can be replaced by an element that belongs to the finite set of minimal length conjugators between such elements. Hence, we choose M large enough so that each of these elements has X-length at most M , and we are done. In particular, |w| S ď 8δ`B`1`|B X p8δ maxt7D, muq|.
Proof. Consider the pentagons obtained from the hexagon Q by cutting along a geodesic p from w i to v 1 w i . By Lemma 3.1, ℓppq ď 8δ. Let e be an edge of p. Suppose that e is an H ω -component and d X pe´, e`q ą maxt7D, mu. By Lemma 4.3, e is not isolated in either of the pentagons, and moreover if e is connected to a component f in Q, then since d X pe´, e`q ą m, f must be an H ω -component as well. Note also that since p is geodesic, e is not connected to any other component of p. Therefore there is a component in the upper pentagon connected to a component in the lower pentagon. This either contradicts that w is geodesic, w is a PC-conjugator of minimal S-length, or that |w| S ą 1. This proves that d X pe´, e`q ď maxt7D, mu and hence
Suppose now that |w| S ą 8δ`B`1`|B X p8δ maxt7D, muq|. Then there exists 4δ`B ă i ă j ă |w| S´4 δ´B such that w´1 i v 1 w i " w´1 j v 1 w j and therefore s 1 . . . s i s j`1 . . . s n is a shorter PC-conjugator of u and v, contradicting the minimality assumption.
We now deal with the case where none of u, v or any of their cyclic permutations is in a parabolic subgroup. The following Lemma tells us that we may, if necessary, change w to another PC-conjugator which is still of minimal S-length, but for which, as a word on S, we have a control on the X-length of its first and last letters. Proof. We prove the bound on the length of the last letter. The bound on the first is symmetric. Let e be the last edge in the path from 1 to w.
If e is isolated in Q, then we use Lemma 4.3, applied to the 7-gon obtained by treating this edge as a seventh side, and get the required result.
If e is not isolated in Q, and it is connected to an edge in the other w-side, then by Lemma 5.1 it must be contained in a horizontal band. However this contradicts the assumption that no cyclic permutation of u is contained in a parabolic subgroup.
We may therefore assume that e is not isolated and is not connected to the opposite w-side. It must therefore be connected to an edge in a side labelled by a subword of u.
Assume that u " u 1 u 2 and u 1 " u 2 u 1 . Then the path p 2 from w to wu 2 has label x u 2 and the path p 1 from wu 2 to wu 1 has label x u 1 . After cyclic permutation of u, we can assume that e is connected to the first edge of p 2 (see Figure 6 (a)) and without loss of generality we can assume further that w is chosen so that the length of p 1 is minimal among all cyclic permutations of u in which the corresponding hexagon Q for some PC-conjugator of minimal S-length has a corner chunk adjacent to the vertex w.
Let f be the edge of the interior of the corner chunk, see Figure 6 (b). If f is isolated in the 7-gon obtained by cutting out the corner chunk and treating this edge as a seventh side, then we get that f has X-length bounded by 7D by Lemma 4.3. If f is not isolated, the minimality of p 1 implies it cannot be connected to any edge of p 1 (see Figure 6 (b) ). Also, by Lemma 4.5 (4), if f is connected to an edge of p 2 outside of the corner chunk, it must be the first such edge and again, by Lemma 4.5 (4) the two first edges of p 2 belong to different parabolic subgroups and therefore the X-length of f is at most m by Lemma 4.4. The Lemma follows by performing one cyclic permutation of u and putting the label of f as the last letter of w, leaving all other letters unchanged.
We have proved that for (quasi-)geodesic words u, v that don't belong, up to cyclic permutation, to a parabolic subgroup, there is a PC-conjugator of bounded X-length.
Proposition 5.5. Suppose that u and v are geodesic words such that no cyclic permutation of either is in a parabolic subgroup. Then
Proof. Let w be a PC-conjugator of u and v of minimal S-length. By Lemma 5.3, |w| S ď 8δ`1`B`|B X p8δ maxt7D, muq|. By Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4 the X-length of the letters of w is bounded by maxtM, 7D, mu.
We note that Proposition 5.5 generalises [1, Theorem 9.13] and [6, Theorem 3.14] which only apply to the case when u and v are cyclic (quasi-)geodesics.
In the case when u (or v) has a cyclic permutation in some parabolic H ω , we want to use the PCL for H ω . In order to do that, we need that u is a word in H ω X X. The following Lemma states that, after paying a fixed price, we can assume this is the case. Lemma 5.6. Suppose u has a cyclic permutation in H ω . Then there exists a word U over X X H ω , such that |U | X ď |u| X and PCL G,X pu, vq ď PCL G,X pU, vq`maxt3D, mu.
Proof. Let u 1 , u 2 be subwords of u such that u " u 1 u 2 and h " u 2 u 1 P H ω . Consider the triangle p 2 p 1 e´1 with an edge path e labelled by h, and paths p 1 and p 2 labelled by x u 1 and x u 2 respectively. By Lemma 4.5 (4), p 1 , p 2 are quasi-geodesic.
If e is isolated in the triangle, then, by Lemma 4.3, |h| X ď 3D. By Lemma 4.5 (2), there is a word U over X X H ω , such that U " h and |U | XXHω " |U | X " |h| X . Note that u 2 u 1 is conjugated to any cyclic permutation of U by a subword of U . Hence PCLpu, vq " PCLpU, vq`3D.
If e is not isolated in the triangle then it is connected to one of the other sides, say p 2 .
Recall that by Lemma 4.5 (4), no subpath of p 1 and p 2 of length greater than one has the same endpoints as an edge with label in H. Thus e has to be connected to the first edge of p 2 , which we denote by f . Let g be the label of the edge joining the distinct vertices of e and f . Let p 1 2 be the subpath of p 2 obtained by removing f . See Figure 7 . If the side labelled g is isolated in the triangle with other sides p 1 2 and p 1 , then |g| X ď 3D by Lemma 4.3. If it is not isolated, then it cannot be connected to any other H ω -component since this would contradict the facts that adjacent letters of p u do not come from the same parabolic subgroups (so it can't be connected to the last edge of p 1 ) and that no subpath of p 1 or p 2 of length greater than 1 has the same endpoints as an edge with label in H. In this case |g| X ď m by Lemma 4.4. To summarise, let u 3 be the prefix of u 2 which represents the label of the edge f . Note that u 3 is, by definition, a geodesic word on X X H ω . Also by Lemma 4.5 (2), there is a geodesic word U 1 on X X H ω that is geodesic as a word over X and represents g. We take U as the concatenation of u 3 and U 1 . Any cyclic permutation of U is conjugated by an element of X-length at most |g| X ď maxt3D, mu to a cyclic permutation of u. The Lemma now follows.
Thus we have sufficient information to deduce the main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1. We take K as in Proposition 5.5. Let u and v be two geodesic words in X. We can assume that |u| X , |v| X ě maxt5D, mu by increasing K, if necessary, so that PCL G,X pmaxt10D, 2muq ď K. Suppose that no cyclic permutation of either u or v labels an element of a parabolic subgroup. Then, by Proposition 5.5, PCL G,X pu, vq ď K.
We have to consider the case when u or v has a cyclic permutation in a parabolic. By symmetry, it is enough to consider the case when u can be cyclically permuted into a parabolic H ω . By Lemma 5.6, and increasing K if necessary, we can assume that u is in fact a word over X X H ω . Let w " s 1 . . . s n be a PC-conjugator of minimal S-length. By Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, n ď 8δ`B`1`|B X p8δ maxt7D, muq| and |s i | X ď M for i " 2, . . . , n´1. So we only need to bound |s i | X for i " 1, n.
In this situation, instead of the hexagon Q, we can consider the (possibly degenerate) pentagon Q 1 in Γ, where the sides from w to wu 2 and from wu 2 to wu 1 are substituted by an edge from w to wu 1 (see Figure 8(a) ). Call this edge e. Case 1. Suppose that v is not, up to cyclic permutation in a parabolic.
By Lemma 5.4, we may assume that |s 1 | X ď maxtm, 7Du, hence we need to bound |s n | X in the case that n ą 1.
If the s n -edge of the path from 1 to w is isolated, then |s n | X ď 6D. If this is not the case, the argument of Figure 5 shows that it has to be either connected to the edge e or to the s n -edge in the opposite side. In both cases, we get a horizontal band. Let e 1 denote the lower edge of the band (see Figure 8(b) ). Let P be the "subpentagon" of Q 1 obtained by deleting the band. We remark that if e 1 is not isolated and is of X-length greater than m, we would contradict the minimality of |w| S . Therefore, by Lemma 4.3, |e 1 | X ď maxt5D, mu. Hence we may assume that |s n | X ď PCL Hω,XXHω p|u| X`5 Dq`maxt5D, mu.
Since we are assuming that |v| X ą maxt5D, mu, we have that |s n | X ď PCL Hω ,XXHω pnq`maxt5D, mu.
The result now follows in this case.
Case 2. Suppose now that some cyclic permutation of v is in a parabolic H µ . Again, by Lemma 5.6, and increasing K if necessary, we can assume that v is a word in H µ X X.
If n ą 1, the previous case shows that we can assume that |s n | X ď PCL Hω ,XXHω p|u| X`m axt5D, muq`maxt5D, mu and |s 1 | X ď PCL Hω ,XXHω p|v| X`m axt5D, muq`maxt5D, mu.
Finally, suppose n " 1. If the side from 1 to w is isolated in Q 1 (which is now a quadrilateral), then |w| X ď 4D. If it is not, then H ω " H µ and w P H ω . In this case, we can take w so that |w| X ď PCL Hω ,XXHω p|u| X`| v| X q.
